Celebrity Couple Predictions:
Ariel Winter, Bradley Cooper
and David Foster
By Shoshi
In the latest celebrity news, three famous couples have caught
the public’s attention. One of which is new celebrity couple
is stepping out in young Hollywood, while a more seasoned
couple is prepping for a celebrity baby, and another is just
getting things started. . But who’s stepping out this time
around hand in hand? Join me as I look into the crystal ball
of relationships and love. Below, I share my predictions for
these celebrity couples.

Celebrity
Couple
Predictions:
Celebrity Relationships That May or
May Not Last
Ariel Winter and Levi Meaden: Looks like there’s a hot young
couple alert, because Ariel Winter and Levi Meaden have
stepped out on the red carpet together making their celebrity
relationship official after months of speculation. Winter is
very smitten with Meadan, though it’s not hard to blame her.
He’s cute, tall, and he’s quite charming. She’s a great catch
as well. Both of them want to experience a fun, yet respectful
relationship. Winter has no time for childish men. Being wise
beyond her years makes it a bit difficult for her to find man
that she connects with. That’s where Meaden comes in. He has
no problem with a smart woman whose fiery so they are a good
match. Fun is the theme of this celebrity couple and they may

even learn a thing or two about love. After Meaden, Winter
will end up dating an older man.
Related Link: New Celebrity Couple Ariel Winter & Boyfriend
Levi Meaden Make Red Carpet Debut
Bradley Cooper and Irina Shayk: With a baby on the way and
rumors swirling, Cooper and Shayk have everyone wondering if
they are engaged. Shayk has a new mystery ring on her finger.
But since she hasn’t had the baby yet, it’s safe to say that
it’s probably not a push gift. My psychic senses say that they
plan to have a secret celebrity wedding to seal the deal.
Cooper is all about family and he thinks it’s time for him to
settle down now that a baby is on the way. He wants to give
married life a try since he’s seen it work for other longtime
Hollywood bachelors. Babies bring about happiness and emotions
so it’s a wonderful time for Cooper and Shayk. While I would
love to say it will be all unicorns and rainbows for these
two, that’s not the case. They are a bit like a roller
coaster. There’s a lot of up and down. Right now things are up
due to the excitement of the baby. There needs to be a
discussion about that each one of them wants in a marriage or
they will last about three years tops.
Related Link: Celebrity Baby: Bradley Cooper Is Spotted on a
Run Post Girlfriend’s Pregnancy Reveal
David Foster and Christie Brinkley: Looks like David Foster
and Christie Brinkley are spending some quality time together.
Actually it’s more like there’s been one date or two. However
with celebrities, one date could mean an engagement in two
months. It’s safe to say that Foster has a thing for models
since some of his ex-wives were models or beauty queens. While
Brinkley seems to like a man with some musical talent since
her longest marriage was to singer Billy Joel. This isn’t
Foster or Brinkley’s first time at the rodeo, both of them
have a lot of relationships under their belt. If they get
married it will be the fifth wedding between each. Maybe the

fifth time’s the charm? Hold up on the celebrity wedding
invitations. This relationship is simply two good looking,
age-appropriate people enjoying each other. Marriage does not
look like it’s in the cards. That is not to say that this
romance won’t last. It’s always nice to have a “maintenance
person” on speed dial when one is looking for love. I predict
that we won’t ever know all the details of their romance, they
will keep us guessing.
Related Link: Yolanda Foster Files for Celebrity Divorce from
David Foster
For more information on Shoshi click here.
What celebrity couples do you want to see predictions for
next? Tell us in the comments below!

Celebrity Couple Predictions:
Mariah Carey, Prince Harry
and Donald Trump

By Shoshi
In the latest celebrity news, three famous couples have caught
the public’s attention. In a sudden twist, wedding bells are
not longer ringing for Mariah Carey and billionaire James
Packer; while two other high profiled relationships seem to be
going well between Prince Harry and Meghan Markle, and newly
elected Donald Trump and his wife Melania. But who’s stepping

out this time around hand in hand? Join me as I look into the
crystal ball of relationships and love. Below, I share my
predictions for these celebrity couples.

Celebrity
Couple
Predictions:
Celebrity Relationships That May or
May Not Last
Mariah
Mariah
Packer
Parker

Carey and James Packer: As much as I was rooting for
Carey to find love, my crystal ball told me that James
was not the one. That is not to say that Carey and
didn’t have a good time together while it lasted. As

quickly as their relationship came together, it quickly
crumbled. There are reports that Packer was jealous of a back
up dancer while it has also been said that Packer dumped
Carey, because she spends too much money. She is worth over
$500 million dollars, of course she spends a lot of money.
This relationship has had a big “not gonna happen” written
all over it from the start. Planning a wedding before getting
divorced from other people tends to put a negative vibe on a
relationship. The ink isn’t even dry from Nick and Mariah’s
divorce while Packer is still married. Not to mention that
Packer looks about as interesting as a blank wall. Carey is
too much woman for him. Don’t cry for Mariah, she will love
again. I see her with someone a little bit younger. As for
Packer, do we even care what happens to him now?
Related Link: Celebrity News: Mariah Carey Turns to Her Dancer
After Problems with Fiancé James Packer
Prince Harry and Meghan Markle: The word on the British
streets is that Prince Harry has a new love in his life and
her name is Meghan Markle. Unless you are a fan of the show,
Suits, there is a chance that you have no idea who she is.
Everyone should just calm down a bit. Step away from all of

the wedding talk. This celebrity couple is getting to know one
another, taking it nice and slow. He’s hot and she’s gorgeous.
It makes for a very good time, especially since they have
similar interest. It was a smooth move by the Buckingham
Palace to let the media know that it’s not cool to keep
pointing out that Markle is biracial due to her African
American mother. Black women around the globe are rooting for
Markle to add a touch a color to the royal family tree. Time
will tell where this relationship ends up. Let’s try to see if
we can actually get a photo of them together before we say
that they are picking out china patterns.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple Prince Harry & Meghan Markle:
Secret Toronto Visit
Donald Trump and Melania Trump: I have stated several times
that if Donald Trump didn’t become POTUS, Melania would get
divorce papers rolling sooner than later. I see that this
whole election process has taught her a lot about her husband.
It’s one thing to know him as a shrewd business man, but ever
notice how he would almost trample Melania to get out on stage
for a round of applause. That’s not much of a turn on. Also
during most of the campaign, she looked like a deer caught in
the headlights. Melania signed up for the money, but the White
House is a whole other level. Everything that she does will be
under a microscope. Within the next four years, she will feel
very alone. She’s not as clueless as the media makes her out
to be. Maybe she will shine in her own way. Donald and Melania
will be no where near was hot to watch as Barack and Michelle.
The Trumpster will be too busy talking about himself, he will
throw her a few compliments from time to time.
Their
celebrity relationship will continue to look like Beauty and
the Beast.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Melania Trump Calls Donald
Trump’s 2005 Comments ‘Unacceptable and Offensive’
For more information on Shoshi click here.

What celebrity couples do you want to see predictions for
next? Tell us in the comments below!

Celebrity Couple Predictions:
Angelina
Jolie,
Sharon
Osbourne and Tori Spelling
By Shoshi
In the latest celebrity news, three famous couples have caught
the public’s attention, one of which is a high profiled split
that no one saw coming between Angelina Jolie and Brad Pitt;
while two other long term marriages are fighting to survive
after celebrity cheating scandals (Sharon and Ozzy Osbourne,
and Tori Spelling and Dean McDermott). But who’s stepping out
this time around hand in hand? Join me as I look into the
crystal ball of relationships and love. Below, I share my
predictions for these celebrity couples.

Celebrity
Couple
Predictions:
Celebrity Relationships That May or
May Not Last
Angelina Jolie and Brad Pitt: When it was announced that
Angelina Jolie had filed to divorce Brad Pitt, gasps were
heard around the world. The fairytale was officially over. But
was their relationship really as wonderful as everyone thought
it was? While most people were surprised that their marriage

is ending, I was surprised that it’s lasted as long as it did.
There were clues that their marriage wasn’t filled with
unicorns and rainbows. Anytime a couple gets married due to
pressure from their children, it isn’t a good sign. This
relationship should have ended a long time ago. Jolie is so
ready to move on. Their pack of kids can beg and plead for her
to go back to Pitt, but it’s a wrap. Rumor has it that she has
already moved into a private residence in Los Angeles that
cost $30,000 per month! It’s time for both of them to move on.
While Pitt is a bit devastated now, he will see that this is
for the best Don’t be surprised if Angelina’s next lover is a
woman. Brad will be fine, women are already getting in
formation to swoop down and grab him. My relationship advice
to him is to stop picking high maintenance women.
Related Link: Find Out How Angelina Jolie Told Brad Pitt She
Wanted a Celebrity Divorce
Sharon and Ozzy Osbourne: Look’s like Sharon and Ozzy Osbourne
are having a real lovefest after Ozzy’s alleged affair with a
celebrity hairstylist earlier this year. He recently surprised
Sharon by showing up on The Talk and giving her a diamond ring
for her birthday. Ever notice how men like to make things
better with diamonds? There are those who feel like their
happiness is staged. Maybe it is, but then again what hasn’t
their relationship been through at this point? I don’t see
anything that will actually cause this celebrity couple to
break up for good.Their marriage has been a bit of a
rollercoaster since day one. Sharon is a ride or die when it
comes to Ozzy. They will continue on with their sweet gestures
in the press. It is what it is. They are basically a famous
couple that at the end of the day is just like everybody else.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Find Out Why Sharon Osbourne
Took Ozzy Back
Tori Spelling and Dean McDermott: Remember all the drama that
Spelling went through with her husband McDermott. It looked

like their marriage was going to end, but Spelling took one
for the team and stuck with it. The couple recently announced
that their fifth child is on the way. There is still conflict
in their relationship that stems back to the Dean’s 2-day
affair when he was working in Canada. Let’s not forget that
Tori actually got together with Dean because they had an
affair while filming a Lifetime movie. McDermott also recently
proposed again to Spelling right before their tenth
anniversary with their kids in attendance. That’s all good,
but I say this marriage is still a hot mess. Spelling can do
so much better than him. When will she see the light? With
baby number five on the way, she may never leave. Being a
single mother with five kids doesn’t sound so sexy when it
comes to dating. McDermott is sneaky and it looks like he just
may bring more heartbreak to Spelling; that may be just the
thing that she needs to let him go and find love with another.
Let’s just say that he is the lucky one in the relationship.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple Tori Spelling & Dean McDermott
Celebrate His Bday at Spa Getaway
For more information on Shoshi click here.
What celebrity couples do you want to see predictions for
next? Tell us in the comments below!

Celebrity Couple Predictions:
Kendall Jenner, Nicki Minaj
and Minka Kelly

By Shoshi
In the latest celebrity news, three famous couples have caught
the public’s attention, two of which are celebrity
relationships that are just getting started, such as with
Kendall Jenner and A$AP Rocky, and former exes Minka Kelly and
Wilmer Valderama. In terms of more serious relationships, one
of Hollywood’s most anticipated marriages involve
rappers Nicki Minaj and Meek Mill. But who’s stepping out this
time around hand in hand? Join me as I look into the crystal
ball of relationships and love. Below, I share my predictions
for these celebrity couples.

Celebrity
Couple
Predictions:
Celebrity Relationships That May or
May Not Last
Kendall Jenner and A$AP Rocky: I’m convinced that Kris Jenner
had a secret meeting with the Kardashian/Jenner kids where
she told them they could only date black people associated
with rap music. It appears that Kendall Jenner is now
following the family trend by allegedly dating rapper A$AP
Rocky. Jenner and Rocky been spotted having dinner together as
they creep out during the late night hours. While they’re
doing the “date thing,” don’t call them boyfriend and
girlfriend just yet. Jenner is taking it slow. She wants to
enjoy herself. Basically, she is testing him out to see if
he’s worth her time. If Rocky wants Jenner to take him
seriously, he is going to have to step it up. Kendall tends to
be a little more “low key” and drama free with her
relationships. She won’t flaunt her love affair like Kylie or
Kim. But only time will tell if they officially become a
couple. Don’t be surprised if Jenner is on mystery dates with
someone else.

Related Link: Kendall Jenner Says Parent’s Split ‘Sucked’
Nicki Minaj and Meek Mill: Everyone seems to be wondering when
Nicki Minaj and Meek Mill will walk down the aisle. That
wedding may be getting closer. The celebrity couple just moved
in together in fancy crib in Beverly Hills. In April, Minaj
said she was single on the Ellen Show, so this move is a big
step. Minaj looks all the way into the relationship, but there
is something about Mill that looks shady for lack of a better
word. I’m not saying that he’s cheating on Minaj, but he
leaves the door open for other women. He likes to get his
flirt on which could lead to trouble down the line. If they
don’t get married soon, it may never happen. There is a big
chance that they will simple crash and burn after the
relationship runs it’s course.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple: Nicki Minaj & Meek Mill Spark
Engagement Rumors Again
Minka Kelly and Wilmer Valderrama: Didn’t Wilmer Valderrama
and Demi Lovato break up like five minutes ago? Well
Valderrama is not wasting time crying about it. He has already
hooked back up with his ex Minka Kelly. The two dated in 2012,
so this is their second time around. While they will have some
fun, the relationship is not for the long haul. Kelly will
want more than what Valderrama can give her, which is marriage
or at least a nice long term commitment. She will eventually
have to move on. Valderrama is always dating a hot actress or
singer. What is it about him that is hard to resist? He will
continue to woo the ladies and probably won’t be ready to
settle down until he hits his 40s.
Related Link: Celebrity Exes Wilmer Valderrama & Minka Kelly
Are Dating Again
For more information on Shoshi click here.
What celebrity couples do you want to see predictions for
next? Tell us in the comments below!

Celebrity Couple Predictions:
Pauly D, Leonardo Dicaprio
and Chloe Grace Moretz

By Shoshi
In the latest celebrity news, three famous couples have caught
the public’s attention, two of which are celebrity
relationships that have been in the works for some time now,
such as with Pauly D and Aubrey O’Day and Chloe Grace
Moretz and Brooklyn Beckham. But one of the newest Hollywood
couples is Leonardo Dicaprio and Nina Agdal. Who’s stepping
out in Hollywood this time around hand in hand? Join me as I
look into the crystal ball of relationships and love. Below, I
share my predictions for these celebrity couples.

Celebrity
Couple
Predictions:
Celebrity Relationships That May or
May Not Last
Pauly D and Aubrey O’Day: Pauly D and
Aubrey O’Day are
definitely an interesting pair. It’s a rollercoaster kind of
love. The latest celebrity news is that Pauly is abstaining
from sex with O’Day to slow things down. At this point, it
might be a very good move so they can figure out where their
relationship is going. This famous couple works because they
are both a hot mess when it comes to relationships. Either

they will continue to break up and get back together or they
will have a secret wedding then divorce quickly. Eventually,
O’Day will decide that she can do better because she can.
Pauly can’t give her the kind of love that she craves. Let’s
just say, it’s a learning experience for both of them. The
best partner option for O’Day is actually an older gentleman
who is stable with a nice bank account. I ain’t sayin’ she’s a
gold digger, but she likes to be pampered. What lady doesn’t?
Related Link: ‘Jersey Shore’ Star Pauly D Welcomes Baby
Daughter with Ex
Leonardo Dicaprio and Nina Agdal: It’s no surprise that
Dicaprio has found another model to cozy up to. This time,
it’s Sports Illustrated model, Nina Agdal. They have recently
been spotted frolicking around Greece together. Right now it’s
looking like a regular Leo, love ‘em and leave ‘em
relationship. In several photos, he already looks bored with
Agdal. She is beautiful and all, but don’t expect to see Agdal
at many events with Leo. Basically, the best thing about their
relationship for her is more attention for her career. She
should bask in the photo opportunities and trips while she
can. Unless she has some tricks up her sleeve, their celebrity
relationship will be a short one. Dicaprio likes his freedom
which is why he continues to select the women that he does.
When he does find his match, he is going to pull a George
Clooney move by putting a ring on it quickly and walking down
the aisle.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Leonardo DiCaprio & Nina
Agdal Get Cozy on Malibu Beach
Chloe Grace Moretz and Brooklyn Beckham: Slowly but surely
Moretz and Beckham are becoming the cutest Hollywood couple.
They have been dating since May of this year and Moretz’s mom
has posted on social media that she approves of their
relationship. Moretz recently spoke at the Democratic National
Convention, while Beckham made the smooth boyfriend move of

showing up as a surprise. Then Beckham’s mom, Victoria
Beckham, praised the speech on Instagram! It looks like a
major love-fest is going on. Beckham is clearly smitten. He is
consistently declaring this love and support for Moretz on
social media. If they weren’t so young, I would say to be on
the lookout for wedding invitations. It’s nice to see young
love without the drama. They compliment each other in the best
possible way. I can see them walking down the aisle in the
future.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple Chloe Grace Moretz & Brooklyn
Beckham Make Red Carpet Debut
For more information on Shoshi click here.
What celebrity couples do you want to see predictions for
next? Tell us in the comments below!

Celebrity Couple Predictions:
Katy Perry, Sarah Paulson and
Gwyneth Paltrow
By Shoshi
Whose stepping out in Hollywood this time around hand in hand?
Join me as I l predict the future of three new celebrity
couples.

Predictions
Couples

For

These

Celebrity

Katy Perry and Orlando Bloom: Looks like Katy Perry has landed
herself a Hollywood hottie. This time it’s actor Orlando Bloom
starring as her leading man. While it’s easy to see why they
would be attracted to one another, this coupling is an odd
match. Perry has a habit of moving quickly in relationships.
No one can ever say that she doesn’t throw all of herself in,
except her ex-husband Russell Brand. Since that relationship,
she seems to be a “ride or die” kinda girl. In other words,
all the way in. Recently, she and Bloom were spotted on
vacation in Hawaii. It was officially their first outing to
confirm that they are the newest Hollywood couple. While Bloom
has introduced his son to Perry, this relationship does not
have staying power. He will kick her to the curb once he gets
bored of her. Expect him to move on from the singer to an
actress with whom he will get very serious. Perry wants a
stable, loving and long-term relationship. She may need an
older, established man for this to happen. Moving away from a
man like John Mayer and going toward Orlando Bloom is a step
in the right direction. She just needs to keep looking to find
the love that she wants.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Gwen Stefani Drops New Song
‘Misery’ –Is it About Gavin or Blake?
Sarah Paulson and Holland Taylor: When Paulson and Taylor
announced that they were the latest celebrity couple, it
caused quite the stir. There hadn’t even been celebrity gossip
that they were dating. The lovely ladies had known each other
for years before their romance blossomed. Exchanging messages
on Twitter is what initiated their first date. Paulson has
stated that she is absolutely in love with Taylor and their 31
year age difference isn’t an issue. This is not the first time
Paulson has dated an older woman. The deep love and respect in

their relationship will only continue to grow. I predict that
these lovely ladies will get married by the end of the year.
This will give Ellen and Portia a run for their money as the
hottest lesbian couple in Hollywood.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Ben Higgins Has Found Love on
‘The Bachelor’
Gwyneth Paltrow and Brad Falchuk: While Chris Martin dates
around, it looks like Gwyneth Paltrow has the desire to have
another celebrity wedding. Could it be to current boyfriend
Brad Falchuk? Hold up on the wedding invitations. There is
something about this relationship that reads “not quite
right.” They should end this before it becomes a big ‘ole
nasty mess. Falchuk is trying to make Paltrow happy by giving
into her high maintenance ways. He thinks that she can elevate
him while in reality the relationship is taking him further
away from who he is. Paltrow is used to getting things her
way. This is a dead end. They should move on. Falchuk should
call his soon to be ex-wife, maybe she will take him back.
Paltrow should date around for a change, have some fun. Maybe
she and Ben Affleck could go out together and revisit old
times.
Related Link: New Celebrity Couple: Lindsay Lohan is Dating
Russian Business Heir Egor Tarabasov
For more information on Shoshi click here.
What celebrity couples do you want to see predictions for
next? Tell us in the comments below!

